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WVU researcher receives NASA grant to study the spread of cholera  
 
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. – Antar Jutla is a civil and environmental engineering assistant 
professor at West Virginia University who is studying the connection between poor 
infrastructure and cholera and has recently had his grant proposal accepted by NASA. 
 
After submitting a grant proposal to NASA, Jutla’s research is now being funded to help 
further the development of a prediction system for cholera outbreaks. This prediction 
system can predict an outbreak up to four weeks in advanced, which is enough time to 
send medicine and communications to communities that will become infected.  
 
Cholera is a waterborne disease that can deteriorate the body within a matter of hours 
after infection. Not only is it a totally preventable disease, it is also easily curable. The 
fact of the matter is that communities in poorer regions like Yemen, has little to no 
access to clean water or emergency aid in the event of an outbreak. If humanitarian aid 
was able to reach these places before an outbreak, the amount of lives saved would be 
enormous.  
 
Jutla and his research team has previously worked with NASA in developing a prototype 
satellite to help collect data from the Bengal Delta and Yemen. This data proved to be 
extremely useful in helping to predict cholera outbreaks.  
 
If put into the hands of decision maker, the data collected from these satellites can help 
change the death toll caused by cholera and other waterborne disease outbreaks.   
 
With this NASA grant, Jutla and his team will continue working with NASA to employ 
earth observations after the prediction of risk in a given region in Africa. Jutla hopes that 
this information will play an important role in decision making when it comes to the 
health of populations and the potential to eliminate their infection. 
 
Jutla’s proposal is in response for NASA’s requests for Earth Observations for Health 
with a focus on infectious disease issues and decision-making. This is part of the of the 
GEO Work Programme that works to connect engineers, scientists, users, and data 
providers to create solutions to worldwide problems that go beyond national boundaries.  
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Check http://wvutoday.wvu.edu/ daily for the latest news from the University. 
Follow @WVUToday on Twitter.  
 


